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That the object of this thesis may be more readily
apparent, my purpose is first; to briefly explain the progres,--
sive steps in the foreclosure of a mortgage by action in the
Supreme Court under the Code of Civil Procedure of New York
where there is a default as to all parties except an infant
defendant, and secondly; to make a judgment roll of a real case
to illustrate such foreclosure. It is not ray purpose to give
the historical development of the different raethods of fore-
closure which led to the adoption of this form of action nor
discuss any other form of this subject, but simply to state the
law of New York as it existsicder sections 1626 to 1637 in-
clusive of the Code.
In opening the thesis proper, it would perhaps be the
more advisable plan to first briefly define the terms mortgage
and foreclosure, and to give the purpose and effect of such
foreclosure. A mortgage in Mew York, is the conveyance of an
estate or property in land by way of pledge to secure the pay-
ment of a debt and to become void on such paymeent. And "Fore-
closure is the process by which a mortgagee acquires or trans-
fers to a purchaser an absolute title to the property on which
he has previously had a mere lion by way of mortgage". Wiltsie
on Mortgages, p.5. With every mortgage there exists an in-
herent right to foreclose but such right is not an-unrestrained
one, for so long as the mortgagor keeps his covenants, the
mortgagee can have no grievance to redress, and the mortgagor
will be entitled to the undisturbed possession of the premises,
therefore so long -as the covenants are observed by the mort-
gagor, and there is no default in payment of principal or in-
terest, the mortgagee can do nothing. Two purposes are now
generally sought to be accomplished in foreclosures: first,
the extinguishment of the title in the mortgageo-and mortgagor1
and those claiming under them, so as to offer a perfect title
at the sale1 Or such a title as the court will compeL. a bidder
to accept; this purpose aims at exhausting every remedy against
the land for collecting the mortgage dQbt: second, t~e recovery
of a personal judgment for any deficiency that may remain after
the proceeds of the sale are applied to the payment of the mort-
-J
gage debt against all who have in any way become liable for the
money secured by the mortgage. This latter purpose was orig-
inally accomplished only in actions in personam and the union
of these two results is allowed only by statute. Code. Sect-
ions 1627 and 1632. The title and possession remain in the
mortgagor until such conveyance upon sale; the interest of the
mortgagee remains until then that of a mere lionor. The com-
mencement of a foreclosure gives him no title, as his mortgage
is only security for the debt; the title and seizin remain in
the mortgagor until the referee's deed upon sale is actually
delivered to the purchaser. Hubbell v L1oulsen, 53 N.Y.225
The effect of foreclosure in this state, is to pass and vest
title in the purchaser the estate which would have passed to
and vested in the mortgagee if there had been a strict fore-
closure no more and no less. Lawrence v Delano, 3 Sandf.333.
And a sale made pursuant to a judgment or decroo of a competent
court having jurisdiction of the subject matter and of the
parties, passes title to the purchaser, even though the judgment
afterwards on appeal, should be set aside for error or irreg-
ularity. Blakeley v Calder, 15 N.Y.617. The deed of the
officer of the court conveying the property will be as valid
as if it had been executed by the mortgagor and mortgagee, and
will be an entire bar against each of them, and against all
parties to the suit in which the decree for such sale was made,
and against their heirs and representatives, and all parties
claiming under them or their heirs, Blakoley v Calder, supra.
Code, Section 1632, as well as against an assignee in bankrupay,
5 U.S. Statutes at Large 446, who has notice of a suit pending
against the bankrupt to foreclose the mnortgage although he was
not made a party to the action; Clive v Boerum, 24 N.Y. 013.
and such deed will be an entire bar to the equity of redemption
where the mortgagee becomes the purchaser the same as where the
property is purchased by a stranger. Lansing v Goelet,9 Cow.
(N.Y.) 346. The decree of foreclosure and sale thereunder
operates as a payment of the debt to the extent of the value
of the property. Vausant v Allmon, 23 Ill. 30.
Jurisdiction in foreclosure cases is given to the Supreme
Court as successor to the Court of Chancery, Code, Section 217,
also to the County Courts, Code, Section 340, but the latter
court has not the power to reform a mortgage and foreclose it,
Avery v Willis, 24 Hun 548, nor to correct a mistake therein
Thomas v Harmon, 48 Hun 75, and its jurisdiction aust appear
on the face of the pleadings since it is a court of limited
statutory jurisdiction. Kundolf v Thalheimer, 12 N.Y.593.
Foreclosure actions are local and must be tried in the county
where the property or some part thereof is located, subject to
the power of the court to change the place of trial. Code,
Sections 982 and 987 also Gould V Bennett, 59 N.Y.124. If no
objection is made that the place of trial is not the proper
county, it will not affect the regularity of the proceedings.
Marsh v Lowry, 26 Barber 177. And unless a reference is made
in an action of foreclosure, it can only be tried at Special
Term in the county where the property is located. Gould v
Bennett, supra. The parties are not entitled to a trial by
jury. Barker v Burton, 67 Barber 458.
There are two loading principles which control the
courts of equity in determining the proper parties to a suit:
first, that the rights of no man shall be decided in a court
of justice unless he himself is present: second, that the decree
rendered shall provide for the rights of all persons whose in-
terests are in any way connected with the subject matter of
the action. Combined, these have given rise to the general
rule that all persons having an interest ought to be made
parties. As applied in Now York, the Code provides that "All
persons having an interest in the subject matter of the action,
and in obtaining the judgment demanded ay be joined as plain-
tiffs", Code, Section 446, and that "Any person may be made a
defendant who has, or claims an interest in the controversy ad-
verse to the plaintiff, or who is a neco:ssary party defendanti
for the complete examination or settlement of a question invol-
ved therein". Code, Section 447. It is indispensible that the
plaintiff have a real interest in the action as the Code pro-
vides that "every action must be prosecuted in the name of
the real party in interest except that an executor or admin-
istrator, a trustee of an express trust, may sue, without join-
ing with him the person for whose benefit the action was pro-
secuted." Code, Section 449 These rules as proscribed by the
Code arc very general, and it would soem advisable to give a
few exer-Lles of the decisions to illustrate their application
to foroclssuru eaes. T"Ao onl 7ro!er pa:ties are th iioi'
gagor, mortgagee, and those who have acquired rights under thoa
subject to the mortgage, and these parties only are affected by
the judguient of foreclosure.. Y1aigrant Savings Bank v Goldman,
75 N.Y. 127. And no persons should be made parties except
those who have title to or lien upon the premises. Gardner v
Lansing, 28 Imun 413. As to parties plaintiff, the original
mortgagee if lie still holds the n:ortgage can foreclose. The
assignee of a mortgagee can foreclose, Andrews v Gillespie,
47 N.Y. 487, but if the assignment is as collateral security,
both assignor and assignee should join as plaintiffs, Hoyt v
Martense, 16 3J.Y. 231. The power to foreclose may be exer-
cised by one owning only a part of the mortgage debt, and if he
claims too much, that does not render the sale void. Batterman
v Albright, G St. Rep. 334. If the party bringing the fore-
closure has not the entire interest, the interested parties
should be plaintiffs unless they refuse, which should be alleged,
and then they should be made defendants. Hancock v Handcock,
22 N.Y. 568. Joint h1olders of a mortgage should be co-plain-
tiffs, unless upon refusal of one to join, and then he'%%Wbe
made a defendant, the reason tlherefore being stated in the com-
plaint. Code, Section 448. Parties who are entitled to the
benefits of the mortgage security, although not named as mort-
gagees, or holding the assignment, may foreclose as equitable
assignees in some cases. Carpenter v O'Dougherty, 58 N.Y. 681.
A surety who has been obliged to pay a mortgage debt may be sub-
rogated to the rights of the mortgagee and maintain foreclosure.
Marshal v Davis, 78 N.Y. 414. Where the mortgage is given to
the special guardian of an infant, the guardian is the proper
party to file a bill for redemption and assigimient of a second
mortgage on the same premises. Pardee v Van Aiken, 3 Barb.534.
One executor or trUstee may foreclose against another. Law-
rence v Lawrrence, 3 Barb. Ch. 71. Turning now to parties de-
fendant it is very plain that the i ortgagor, if he has not
parted with his title, is a necessary defendant, Rood v liarble,
10 Paige 409, but he is not a necessary party where he has
parted with his title by a recorded conveyance. Griswold v
Fowler, 6 Abbot 133. if tho mortgagor died holding the title,
his heirs should be made defendant. Dodd v Neilson,90 N.Y.243.
The real owner of the mortgaged premises does not forfeit his
right to be made a party defendant by omission to record his
deed; and, provided he made application in due time, it is the
duty of the court to direct im to be brought in. Johnson v
Donovan, 106 N.Y. 269. Where the bond is executed by the mort-
gagor and another it is proper to make all parties defendant
and demand judgment against all. Thorne v Newby, 59 How.120.
All parties entitled to redeem from a mortgage must be made
'parties to the action. Russ v Stratton, 11 M1isc. Rep. 565.
The holder of the equity of redemption is a necessary defendant.
Miner v Beekman, 50 N.Y. 357. The wife is a necessary party
if married after the giving of the mortgage. Smith v Gardner,
42 Barb. 356. Liens of judocnt creditors will not be cut off
unless they are made parties. Verdin v Slocum,71 N.Y. 545.
In order that the purchaser may obtai: a perfect title subse-
quent lienors are necessary defendants, as are holders of sub-
sequent mortgages; if not a party he may redeem. Benjamin v
Elmira etc., R.R. Co., 54 N.Y. 675. In foreclosure actions,
only subsequent lieniors should be made defendants. Bram v
Bram 34 Hun 487. Tho validity of liens prior to the mortgage
cannot be contested, "For in a mere action of foreclosure a
title acquired prior to the execution of the mortgage can nei-
ther be contested or defeated. This J the rule as it was
settled previous to the adoption of the present system of prac-
tice and it still continues to be the law". The Emigrant In-
dustrial Savings Bank v Clute, 33 Hun 82. But it has been
held in a later case that, "lwhere, in an action brought to
foreclose, a person whose title to the mortgaged premises is
superior and prior to the mortgagor, is made a defendant, and
it is alleged in the complaint that he has some claims to or
interest in the mortgaged promises, which, if any, accrued sub-
sequent to the execution of the mortgage, such persons rights
will not be affected by the foreclosure judgment, nor will he
be estopped thereby from afterwards asserting his title to the
premises in question. But it is otherwise if the defendant in
the foreclosure action so made a party, sets up by answer his
prior right or claim to the premises, and, stating the facts
in regard to his interest therein, asks the court to determine
as to his interest thereto". The judgment entered in such
case fixing the rights of such defendant estops his heirs and
privies from thereafter asserting any title to the premises
other than that determined by such judgment. Fletcher v Bar-
ber, 82 Hun 405. "A person claiming dower by title paramount
to a mortgage upon real estate cannot be brought into court in
an action to foreclose the mortgage,and compelled to test the
validity of her, rigLht to dower.. Nelson v Brown, 144 N.Y.384.
The mortgagee has no right to make a person, claiming title to
the premises adversely to that of the mortgagor, and prior to
the mortgage, a defendant. Emigrant Bank v Goldman, supra.
An action to foreclose a mortgage is a civil action and
where all the parties are known and reside within'the state
it is comienced by personal service of the sumnons and com-
plaint, or of the sunmons alone. Code, Sections 416-423. And
where some of the parties defendant are absentees, service can
be made by publication, Section 438, and such publication bars
the defendants even if they are infants. Wheeler v Scully,
50 N.Y. 607. in an action to foreclose, where the wife has
only an inchoate right of dower, service of the sutaxons on the
husband is good for both husband and wife. Feitener v Hloegeri
121 N.Y. 660. "Where a personal claim is not made against the
defendant, a notice, subscribed by the plaintiff's attorney,
setting forth the general object of the action, a brief descrip-
tion of the property affected by it, if it affects specific
real or personal property, and that a 'personal claim is not
made 'against him may be served with the sunaons. If the de-
fendant so served, unreasonably defends the action, costs may
be awarded against him". Code, Section 423. Thus, if, after
being served with notice in foreclosure, with a stipulation
that nothing in the judgment shall affect her claim to dowerj
a wife appears and sets up that she is not a neceissary partyj
neither party will be entitled to costs as against the other.
Barker v Burton, supra. But if another action was pending to
foreclose a mortgage upon the same property, or final judgment
for the plaintiff had been given, a new foreclosure action
the
could not be started by service of a siunons unless leave of
the court, in which the former action was brought, was obtained.
Code, Section 1628. Affidavit of service should be made as in
all ordinary cases of service.
The complaint in foreclosure should set out facts con-
stituting the cause of action and not evidence of the facts.
Code, Section 481. Under this rule it is improper to set out
the mortgage and bonds or notes secured at length; and while
the bond and mortgage should be described, a mere technical
variance will be disregarded. Iladley v Champin, ll Paige Ch.245.
The breach of condition, which gives the right to foreclose,
as well as the arount of plaintiff's debt due must be fully
alleged. Second Am. Bldg. Ass. v Platt, 5 Duer 675. And where
neither a default nor any fact from which it could be inferred
to exist, were alleged and set forth in the complaint, it was
held demurrable. Davies v IT.Y. Concert Co., 5 St. Rep. 21.
The several assignuents of a mortgage should be set forth in
full. Thorn v Desmond, 12 How. 321. And where there are in-
fant defendants the conplaint should allege the requisite
facts to show what are the interests of the defendants. Ald-
rich v Lapham, 6 Iow. 129. But it is not necessary to allege
the indebtedness for which the bond and mortgage were given,
and, if alleged, it need not be proved. Day v Perkins,2 Sandf.
Ch. 359. "The complaint, in an action to foreclose a mortgage
upon real property, must state, whether any other action has
been brought to recover any part of the mortgage de~t, and,
if so, whether any part thereof has been collected". Code, Sec-
tion 1629. The complaint should ask for judgment, Code, Sec-
tion 481, and costs and also for judgient for the deficiency,
because the court cannot render a judgment for the deficiency
unless demanded in the complaint. Swart v Boughton,35 Hun 281.
Affidavit of service should be made.
"The plaintiff rust, at least twenty days before a final
judgment directing a sale as rendered, file, in the clerk's
office of each county where the mortgaged property is situated,
a notice of the pendoncy of the action, as prescribed in section
1670 of this act; which. must specify in addition to the par-
ticulars required by that section, the date of the mortgagej
Code,Section 1631
the parties thereto, and the time and place of recording it."
And section 1670 provides that in an action affecting real
property,that the plaintiff may, when he files his complaint,
or at any time before final juidgmnent, file a notice of pendency
of the action, in the county clerk's office of every county
where the property is situated, giving the names of the parties,
the object of the action, and containing a brief description of
the property in that county affected thereby. Such a notice
may be filed with the complaint, before the service of the sum-
mons, but, in that case, personal service of the simmrions must
be made upon a defendant, within sixty days after the filing,
or else, before the expiration of the same time, publication of
the snmnons must be commenced, or service thereof must be made
without the state, pursuant to an order obtained therefor. And
section 1071 provides that where such notice may be filed, it
is constructive notice, from the time of filing, to a purchaser
or incumbrancer of the property affected thereby, from or aga-
inst a defendant, with respect to whom the notice is directed
to be indexed. A person whose conveyance or inctuxbrance is
subsequently executed or recorded, is bound by all the pro-
ceedings in the action after filing of tho notice, as if he
were a party to the action. And by section 1672 each county
clerk with whom the notice is filed must i.miediately record it,
and index to the name of each defendant specified in a direction
in the notice, which notice is signed by the plaintiff's attor-
ney. This notice of pendency of action has no effect until
the complaint is filed. Stern v O'Connell, -5 N.Y. 104. It
is binding upon subsequent purchasers and lienors but not upon
prior incnnbrancers. Fuller v Scribbier, 76 N.Y. 190. The
right to file such notice is absolute in all actions affecting
real estate. ilills v Bliss, 55 N.Y. 139. A notice of lis
pendens cannot be removed or cancelled until after the action
has been settled, discontinued, or abated. !ills v Bliss,
supra. Code, Section 1674. This paper is generally filed
with the complaint.
The answer of the defendant in the action to foreclose a
mortgage, is regulated in respect to its form by the Code the
same as the answer in any civil action. Code, Section 500.
In such action, the defendant may plead the same matters in
defense against the mortgage, except only the Statute of Lim-
itations, that he could against the note or bond which the
mortgage was given to secure. A defendant should not serve a
general answer, merely admitting that the several rights and
interests alleged in the complaint are correctly set forth,
without at the same time setting up new matter constituting a
defense, counterclaim or set-off. Where the defense consists
of new matters by way of avoidance the defendant must set forth
the facts of his defense in full and prove them as Alleged.
Where an answer setting up no new matter constituting a defense,
counterclaim or set-off is filed1  the plaintiff may move at
a Special Term of the court to strike it out as sham or friv-
olous, and at the same time apply for judgment: or, le may,
upon previous notice, apply to the court for judgment upon the
pleadings as they stand. Code, Sections 537 and 545, Rule 60.
Defendants may in their answer set out their respective rights
so far as it may be necessary to enable the court to make a
proper decree for sale in parcels, so as to protect the rights
of the several defendants on the reference as to surplus moneys.
Tanner v Vhite, 11 Paige 395. An answer setting up title in
a third person is not frivolous, but shows a good defense.
Fougera v LToissen, 10 Hun 237. A grantee assuning a mortgage
is estopped from denying its existence and validity. Haile v
Nichols, 10 hun 37. In a foreclosure suit by an assignee, the
defendant may show that the assignment was obtained by fraud,
and that he has paid the mortgage debt to the mortgagee. Hall V
Erwin, 60 Barb, 349.aff'd. 57 N.Y. 045. A purchasor of mort-
gaged premisos, who takes a deed subject to the mortgage and
assumes and agrees to pay the same, is estopped from contesting
its consideration or validity; and where the mortgage was given by
his grantor for purchase money, such grantee, so long as he
remains in possession of the premises, cannot defend against
the mortgagee because of failure of title. iarkinson v Sherman,
74 N.Y. 88. A sot-off may be allowed, but it must be of a debt
due and payable at the comencement of the action. HIden v
Gilbert, 7 Paigo 208. Code, Section 501. But demands pur-
chased after the comnmencement of the action cannot be set off.
Knapp v Burnham, 11 Paigo 330.
Where there are infant defendants in a foreclosure ac-
tion and the suamons has been served upon them such infants
must appear by guardian, "ho must be a competent and respon-
sible person, appointed upon the application of the infant, if
he is of the age of fourteen years, or upwards, and applies
within twenty days after personal service of the summons upon
him or after service thereof is complete: or, if he is under
that ages or neglects so to apply, upon the application of any
other party to the action, or of a ie;lation or friend of the in-
fant. Where the application is made by a person, other than
the infant, notice thereof iust be given to his general or
testamentary guardian, if he has one within the State: or, if
he has none, the infant himself, if he is of the age of fourteen
years, or upwards5 and within the State; or, if he is under
that age, and within the State to the person with whom he re-
sides." Code, Section 471. The court or judge may appoint
a guardian ad litem for an infant either plaintiff or defendant
where the infant is incapable on account of his age, or where
he is capable, but fails to do so. The clerk, when appointedj
must act in that capacity, but no person other than the clerk
shall be appointed such guardian unless his written consent
duly acknowledgedi is produced to the court or judge making the
appointment. Code, Section 472. And "No person shall be
appointed guardian ad litenleither upon application of the in-
fant. or otherwise, unless he be the general guardian of such
infant, or is fully competent to understand and protect the
rights of such infant, and has no interest adverse to that of
the infant, and is not connected in business with the attorney
or counsel of the adverse party. And no person shall be ap-
pointed such who is not of sufficient ability to answer to the
infant for any damages which may be sustained by his neglect or
misconduct in the defense or prosecution of the suit, and such
ability shall be shown by affidavits stating facts in respect
thereto. And no person shall be appointed guardian ad litem
who is nominated by the adverse party." Rule 49. An affi-
davit in violation of rule 49 of the Supreme Court will be set
aside on a motion of any party interested, lecker v Sexton,
43 Hun 593. It is the duty of every attorney or officer of
the court to act as such guardian for an infant defendant, when-
ever appointed for that purpose by an order of this court. The
person appointed should examine into the circumstances of the
case so as to ebahle him to make a proper defense if necessary.
Rule 50. But in the case of foreclosure where the infant is
made a defendant to bar any subsequent claims which he may have
against the mortgaged property the guardian simply puts in a
general answer which does not raise an issue but simply puts
the plaintiff to his proofs. Code, Section 1218. The guard-
ian ad litem cannot be appointed until after service of the
summons upon the infant, and if service has been made upon the
guardian ad litem and not upon the infant, a purchaser upon
foreclosure sale will not be compelled to pay his bid and ac-
cept the deed. Ingersoll v 1.'angan, 84 N.Y. 022. And an ap-
pearance by one appointed guardian ad litom for an infant, who
has not been served with papers, is not a voluntary appearance
which is equivalent to personal service of the stumons. Codej
Sections 468 - 477. ingersoll v Mangam, supra. An adjudi-
cation made in proceedings to which an infant regularly repre-
sented in accordance with the practice of the court, is a party,
has the same effect as an adjudication between adults. Matter
of Hawley, 100 N.Y. 206. An answer by an infant need not be
verified. Code, Section 523.
"When no answer is put in by the defendant, within the
time allowed for that purpose, or an answer denying any of the
material facts of the complaint, the plaintiff, after the cause
is in readiness for trial, as to all the defendants, may apply
for judgment at any Special Term, upon due notice to such of
the defendants as have appeared in the action, and without
putting the cause on the calender., The motion is based upon
the pleadings and upon an affidavit stating the facts, by reason
of which the plaintiff claims to be entitled to the order. "The
plaintiff in such case, when he moves for judgment, must show,
by affidavit or otherwise, whether any of the defendants whO
have not appeared are absentos: and, if so, he must produce
the report as to the proof of the facts and circiumstances stated
in the complaint, and of the examination of the plaintiff or
his agent, on oathgs to any payments which have been made. And
in all foreclosure cases the plaintiff, when he moves for judg-
ment, must show by affidavit, or by the certificate of the
clerk of the county in which the mortgaged premises are set-
uated, that a notice of the pendency of the action, containing
the names of the parties thereto, the object of the action,
and a description of the property in that county affected there-
by, the date of the mortgage, and the parties thereto, and the
time and place of recording the same, has been filed at least
twenty days before such application for judgment, and at or
Rule 60.
after the time of filing of the complaint as required by law."k
It =mst appear from the affidavit that proper and complete ser-
vice of the sunrions has been made upon each of the defendants.
Goodyear v Brooks, 4 Robt. (N.Y.) 082. And that the money
secured by the mortgage is due and payable and no copy of the;
answer has been served upon the plaintiff's attorney within the
prescribed time. The affidavit must also state whether any of
the defendants are infants or absentees. Anonymous,3 How.158.
Where there are infant defendants, the application should show
the time of the appointmont of the guardian ad litem, because a
judgment by default cannot be taken against an infant defendant
until the expiration of twenty days after appointment of his
guardian ad litom; Code, Section 1218; but if such guardian
has appeared or pleaded, judgment may be taken immediately. New-
ins v Baird, 19 Hun 306. If service of the sunmons on any of
the defendants was made by publication, the motion papers should
show that service is completed, and that all requirements of
the statute are observed. Code, Section 1210. The affidavit
must also state whether any previous application has been made
for such an order, "and, if made, to what court or judge, and
what order or decision is made thereon, and what new facts, if
any, are claimed to be shown, For failure to comply with this
rule, any order made on such application may be revoked or set
aside." Rule 25. Upon this application, which must be made
at a Special Term in the district embracing the county in which
the action is triable, Rule 26, where due notice has been given
to such defendants who have appeared, the Court may, instead of
computing the amount duejrcfor;Ato some suitable person as ref-
eree, to compute the amount due to the plaintiff, and to such
of the defendants as are prior incuxlbrancers of the mortgaged
premiscsj and to examine and report whether the mortgaged prem-
ises can be sold in parcels, if the whole amount secured by the
mortgage is not due. Rule 60. And this reference is not such
a new and independent proceeding as to require new notice to&J
the defendant. Kelly v Searing, 4 Abbott 354. The referee
must be appointed by the Court, but the Court cannot appoint as
such referee a person named by either of the parties to the
action or their attorneys,nor can a partner or clerk of either
attorney be appointed. Rule 61. The order appointing the-.
referee in a foreclosure action is his coimnission to act, and
until such order has actually beer, entered, and a certified
copy served upon him, he should not proceed with the referenoe
for the validity of all his proceedings dependSentirely upon
the extent and scope of the order from which he derives his
authority. Bonner v Mc Phgil,31 Barb. 106.
The duties of a referee in foreclosure vary but little
from the dtties of an ordinary referee, and a mere outline
only will be attempted to be given here of such duties in fore-
closure, as directed by the order of reference. Where the
whole amount secured by the mortgage is due, and none of the
defendants are infants or absentees, the order of reference
should simply direct that the referee within sixty days, make
a computation of the amount due to the plaintiff, and to such
of the defendants as are prior inc"umbrancers of the mortgaged
premises, if there are any such. Such an order of reference
is to be regarded as an interlocutory decree, made by the court
and is not appealable. Bryan v Brennon, 7 How. 359. But as
an order of reference is in aid of final judgment, an appeal
from the final judgment will bring up for review all previous
interlocutory orders and decreos. Chamberlain v Dempsey, 36
N.Y. 144. in case where the whole amount has not become due
the referee is also directed "to examine and report whether the
mortgaged premises can be sold in parcels." Rule 60. Further-
more "If the defendant is an infant, and has put in a general
answer by his guardian, or if any of the deferdants are absent-
ees, the order of reference should also dire;ct the person to
whom it is referred to take proof of the facts and circum-
stances stated in the complaint, and to examine the plaintiff
or his agent, on oath, as to any payments which have been made1
and to compute the amount due on the mortgage, preparatory to
the application for judgment of foreclosure and sale." Rule 60.
It is the duty of the referee to report the proofs and the ex-
aminations had before him, Wolcott v Weaver, 3 Howr159, that
the court may make such order thereon as shall be just. It is
not sufficient for the referee simply to report the result of
his examination of the witnesses, or of his own conclusions
from the evidence,; but the proofs whetier documentary or oral,
should be fully reported to the court, Wolcott v Weaver,supra.,
and accompanied with an abstract of the documentary evidence
produced before him. Security Fire Ins. Co. v Martin, 15
Abbott 479. In general, the referee must report upon all the
matters embraced in the order of reference, as this report is
the basis for a judgment and decree of sale.
Upon the coming in of the referee's report, it must be
filed with the clerk; a note of the day of filing should also
be entered in the proper book under the title of the cause or
proceeding, Morgan v Stevens, 6 Abb. N.C. 356. The report
must be presented at a Special Term for confirmation, Swart-
haut v Curtise 4 N.Y. 415, and upon confixyiation it becomes the
act of the court as fully as if done by the court itself.
Mc Gowan v Newman, 4 Abb. N.C. 80.
In a mortgage foreclosure* judgment or default, where
a reference has been directed and a report thereon has been
made follows as a matter of course, and such judgment of fore-
closure is final. Morris v M.orange, 38 N.Y. 172. In deter-
mining what the judgment shall be, the court will not be limited
to the report of the referee as the only evidence before it,but
it may also look to the pleadings and receive other evidence in
its discretion. Gregory v ;anmpbell, 16 HowJ.417. "In an
action to foreclose a mortgage upon real property, if the
plaintiff becomes entitled to final judgment, it must direct
the sale of the property mortgaged, or of such part thereof as
is sufficient to discharge the mortgage debt, the expenses of
the sale, and the costs of the action." Code, Section 1626.
The judgment may also direct a sale of the mortgaged premises,
either as an entirety or in separate parcels, as the referee
may have reported to be the most advantageous: or that one part
or parcel be sold first and that the remainder be left unsold,
unless the sale of such remainder shall be necessary to pay the
amount duel with the costs and expenses. Code, Sections 1636
and 1637. "The description and particular boundaries of the
property to be sold, so far also, at least, as the same can be
ascertained from the mortgage, shall be inserted. And, unless
otherwise specially ordered by the court, the judgment shall
direct that the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as shall
be sufficient to discharge the mortgage debt, the expenses of
the sale and costs of the action, as provided by sections 1626
and 1676 of the Code, and wLich may be sold separately without
material injury to the parties interested, to be sold by or
under the direction of the sheriff of the county, or a referee,
and that the plaintiff, or any other party, may become a pur-
chaser on such sale: that the sheriff or referee execute a deed
to the purchaser: that out of the proceeds of the sale, unloss
otherwise directed, he pay the expenses of the sale, as pro-
vided by section 1676 as aforesaid, and that he pay to the
plaintiff, or his attorney, the amount of his debt interest
and costs, or so much as the purchase money will pay of the
same, and that he take the receipt of the plaintiff, or his
attorney, for the money so paid, and file the same with his
report of sale, and that the purchaser at such sale be let into
possession of the premises on production of the deed." Rule 61.
The judgment should also direct the payment by the mortgagor
of any deficiency of the mortgage debt that may remain unpaid
after sale of the mortgaged premises, where the mortgagor is
personally liable for the debt secured by the mortgage, and such
Judgment can be enforced like other judgments. Schwinger v
Hickok, 53 N.Y. 280. Code, Section 1627. Where a judgment
in foreclosure does not decree that a party shall be liable for
any deficiency on the sale, an order granting such judgment for
deficiency upon the referee's report of sale is irregular, and
will be set aside. Day v Johnson, 5 N.Y. Weekly Dig. 237.
The judgment should also direct that all surplus moneys arising
from the sale be paid to the treasurer of the county by the
referee or sheriff within five days after the same is received
and ascertainable, and every judgment shall contain such di-
rections, except where other provisions are specially made by
the court. Rule 1.
The plaintiff having duly procuredthe judgment of fore-
closure and sale and entered the same1 is entitled to proceed
to have the mortgaged premises sold for the payment of his debt.
A sale under such decree is, in contemplation of law, the act
of the court. The duties of the officer appointed to sell are
purely ministerial in their nature, and he cannot vary the judg-
ment in prescribing the terms of sale, nor relieve himself
thereby from the performance of his duties. People v Bergen,
53 N.Y. 404. It is his duty to proceed to execute the decree
of sale without delay, if he is requested to do so by any of
the parties to the suit who will be injured by delay, regard-
less of any directions he may receive from the plaintiff or his
attorney. And should he refuse to proceed the court will di-
rect such officer to proceed upon the application of any person
interested in the sale. Kelley v Israel, l Paige Ch. 147.
It is the duty of the officer to follow the decree in its di-
rections and such sections of the Code as are applicable to the
sale of real property in general. Rule 62, Code citations, and
Rule 61. But before a deed is executed to a purchaser by the
sheriff or referee at the sale, it shall be the duty of the
plaintiff "to file such mortgage and any assigraent thereof in
the office of the clerk, unless such mortgage and assignments
have been duly proved and acknowledged, so as entitle the same
to be recorded; in which case if it has not already been donej
it shall be the duty of the plaintiff to cause the same to be
recorded, at full length, in the county or counties where the
lands so sold are situated, before a deed is executed to the
purchaser on the sale: the expense of which filing or record-
ing, and the entry thereof, shall be allowed in the taxation
of costs; and, if filed with the clerk, he shall enter in the
minutes the filing of such mortgage and assigiunentsi and the
time of filing. But this rule shall not extend to any case
where the mortgage or assignments appear by the pleadings or
proof in the suit corenced thereon, to have been lost or de-
stroyed." Rule 63.
The referee or officer who makes the sale in a mortgage
foreclosure acts simply as the agent of the court, therefore his
report need not be upon oath. Agricultural Ins. Co. v Barnard,
96 N.Y. 525. The report should be prepared and filed by the
officer as soon as practicable after the disposition of the
proceeds of the sale, as directed by the judgment. It should
be a complete history of his proceedings, and should show that
every direction given in the judgment has been executed. It
should contain a statement of his foes and of the necessary ex-
penses connected with the sale, and should be accompanied by
proper receipts or vouchers for all payments and disbursements.
All receipts and vouchers should be attached to the report and
filed with the clerk, and a note of the day of filing the re-
port should be entered by the clerk in the proper book under the
title of the cause. Rule 30. Where there is a surplus, a
report of the sale cannot be filed or confirmed unless accom-
panied by a proper voucher for the surplus moneys, showing that
they have been paid to the proper parties or deposited pursuant
to the directions of the judgment. Rule 61. Where there is
a deficiency, it is not necessary to apply to the court for an
order confitming the report of the referee before issuing ex-
ecution against the defendant for the amount of the deficiency:
nor does it appear to be necessary to enter any further judgment
upon the filing of such report. Moore v Shaw, 15 Hun. 428 affd,
77 N.Y.512; see also Section 1627, Code. But the better prac-
tice appears to be to have the report of the referee confirmed
and to enter judgment for the deficiency. Moore v Shawsupra.
In this state such sale need not be confirmed but title passes
inmediately to the purchaser by the dead. Moore v Shaw,supra.
The plaintiff is entitled to costs upon the rendering of
judgment in his favor, where the complaint demands judgment for
a sum of money exceeding fifty dollars. Code, Section 32a8,
subd.4. But there are a few regulations in regard to costs in
foreclosure which are out of the general rules of costs, and
these will now be discussed. "Application for an additional
allowance can only be made to the court before which the trial
is had, or judgment rendered, and shall in all cases be made
before final costs are adjusted." Rule 45. These additional
percentages to the plaintiff in foreclosure are allowed where
Judgment is rendered in his favor and he recovers costs. The
percentages are to be estirated upon the amount found to be due
upon the mortgage: if the sum does not exceed two hundred dol-
lars, ten per centum;upon an additional sum, not excedding four
hundred dollars, five per centua; upon an additional sunn not
exceeding one thousand dollars, two per centinn. There such an
action is settled before judgment, the plaintiff is entitled to
a percentage upon the amount paid or secured upon the settloment)
at one-half of these rates. And where a part of the debt is
not due, if the final judgment directs the sale of the whole
property, the percentages must be computed upon the whole sum,
unpaid upon the mortgage. But if it directs a sale of a part
only, they must be computed upon the sum actually due, and if
the court subsequently directs the sale of the remainder or a
part thereof, the percentages must be computed upon the amount
then due; but the aggregate of the percentages shall not exceed
the sum, which would have been allowed, if the entire sum se-
cured by the mortgage had been due1 when final judgment was
rendered. Code, Section 3252. The plaintiff is entitled as
a matter of right, to the percentages given by section 3252 and
the clerk enters the extra allowance as a matter of course.
Hunt v Middlebrook, 14 How. 300. The court has no discretion
to make any allowance other than that prescribed, and the allow-
ance can be to the plaintif'f only. Hunt v Chapman,62 N.Y.333.
In a difficult and extraordinary case, Lhe conrt riay also, in
its discretion award to any party a further sum not exceeding
two and a half per centum upon the sum due or claimed to be due
upon the mortgage, nor the aggregate sum of two hundred dollars.
Code, Section 3253. The Code does not make it obligatory upon
upon the court to grant an allowance in every caae considered
by it to be difficult and extraordinary, and the granting of
such an allowance is in the discretion of the court. iurd v
Farm. L. & T. Co., 1G Weekly Dig. 489. A defendant not en-
titled to costs cannot have an allowance. Couch v 71illard,
41 Hun 212. But the sum awarded to the plaintiff in section
3252 cannot exceed in the aggregate two thousand dollars .
Code, Section 3254. The allowance i: section 3252 is taxed
by the clerk as in the ordinary case, but the value of the
property, required to be ascertained for that purpose must be
ascertained by the court unless it has beor. fixed by the de-
cision or report upon which final judgment is entered. Where
costs are in the discretion of the court, the report or decision
or the final judgmnent upon default, must specify which party or
parties are entitled to costs, but the amount must be ascer-
tained by taxation. Code, Section 3262.
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Wilhamson Law Book Co., Pubflsbers. Roeh., N. V. *a.95
Coutty of.
Y_ .
oth abttovl named Vesndant :
gOau are he1z 011 Ul11Old, to answer the complaint in this action, and to serve a
copy of your answer on the plaintiff's attorney within twenty days after the service of this Sum-
mons, exclusive of the day of service; and in case of your failure to appear or answer, judgment
will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.
Trial desired in the County of. ..... " .
Dated the .. c.. ... .. aay of
.89 C




I'" -s. : ..
- .. . Y.
AND You WILL FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that a personal claim is not made against you or any
of the defendants in said action, except the defendant - . ... .. , 'b -'
-. - -- - --------
............... ... Tt t? . ............. .. .. .......... * . ..........I
01
(D£
SWio-C.insor Law Book Co., -u f]isfer; .ocoeser, -. . V. .y.
TirAt, County of.
fothe abotil named Polendant :
liou are hevrbIl *um £aon.d, to answer the complaint in this action, and to serve a
copy of your answer on the plaintif's ,tu.rneg within twenty days after the service of this Sum-
mons, exclusive of the day of service; and in case of your failure to appear or answer, judgment
will be taken against you by default or the relief demanded in the complaint.
Trial desired in the Count%, (&.
D ated the ...........................................
.................. ............... ............. I so
ae,' of Plaintiff's Attorney .
Q~'ice,
P. 0. ,Address,
Clerk of the County of
s .. ............................... p a g e
-- --------.o clock in the ........ 
wv i'(
i~d'&4r lAr ~ i !. Uo k of A i oj,,
. .... .. .8 .... ( .I. .! I(.
J WI
to s. :C the payment of the s-.t .
with, interest from. accord o w the condition of a
certain Bond or writing oblia1l v 4", i(a,,; ig even date therew ith, lid upon which said Bond and
Mortgage there is now due and winpid !h surn of .of principal, with interest
thereon from the dhy ,. . 18 , and that the following is a
brief description of the property allecled bI, this action, namely ALL THAT TRACT OR
PARCEL OF LAND situate in the ............ '. .... ...
.and State of New York,
Summons-New C O ode. §14zg-
Comi1ty 0of
S,,mon.-N.Code * ~8.310Wffl . L- Dek C. . VW~ - -.S-mons-Ncw. Code. 0 428.
ic.¢
go the abov named ke/endant -1:
oi n art hiembj xumluoincd, to answer the complaint in this action, and to serve a
copy of your answer on the plainziff's attorney within twenty days after the service of this Sum-
mons, exclusive of the day of service; and in case of your failure to appear or answer, judgment
will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.





the ?-. __day of
Clerk of the County of ct /,_.- '- .
gages, No........ /. page. / on the
..... I .... -o'clock in the ......... noon
bearing date
'1- 7 1,/ recorded in the office of the
State of New York, in Book of Mort-
day of 18 f', at
- .. .. ..... ....5 ..
to secure the payment of the sum of
-- --- --- --- ---
- ----- -----
-- - - - -- -- - -- - -- ------------.. ... .._ .. 
... . . .
V -- ---- .- -. L( ...
.. . . ..-
with interest from --- / according to the condition of a
certain Bond or writing obligatory, bearing even date therewith, and upon which said Bond and
Mortgage there is now due and unpaid the sum of ...-. of principal, with interest
thereon from the. - , ---day of A8 , and that the following is a
brief description of the property affected by this action, namely: ALL THAT TRACT OR
PARCEL OF LAND situate in the. _ - ............. of
County of --- '---- and State of New York,-- /• //
o r t C o y of.. ... ............
310
Dated the ...




'- / / £I
. .............. ~ ~ ~~ -.. . . . . . . . . . .;. . . . - :-,- - - - - - - - ------------ ------... .. .. .. - . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ...---. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..--T ... . .. ---- --- -- - - - -
........... 0( ----- - --- _ , , . _ _ , - - _. ..
----- .. ...._. ._ .. ... .... 
-~~~~; ------------~4 ' 1 A -- L ~ < ~-  -
. _ ...... ,4_.. : ,.. . -
--the-def ndantsin---s---ia ti - ex et----- t----e d------ ----- ,------ 
A -. , -...... ---- ----- --... -. .---- x- - --- - ----- -- - -- ---- ---.. --- -  -
-. -- -. - - , -- ------- --
D a t e d th- . -- -- A t--rn-y
-3
-- -- ---- -- -------------- ----  - -- - - - , _ -- ... ... X....... i --.----....- ..- ..------
-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.. .........-. I. .... ...... < ,.. r :. ... -------- --- ------- ---..............
---------......... ..... .... ....... .......   .......  . ... ....... ................................  ................    :: .. ............ 
AN D YOU WILL FURTHER TAK:E :NOTICE. that a personal claim is not made against you or any
of the defendants in said action, except the defendant -- .... l; :, ie < ..
.. ... .... ---- .....  .. 51y -----------.. ..
Dated the -el -" day oSf a~if' tr~
- ---' -- -. Y .I
.4t.
IN
-Notice to Infant Defendant to Appoint Guardian. 605% SCILICHT & FIELD CO.. Publishers and Printers, Rochester, N. Y.
. . .. - .. .-- -- - -\
Z/64- J frDar efe nda nt )
/
INFANT DEFENDANT:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that you are hereby required to appear by your general
guardian in the above entitled action, if you have one, and it not, that you appear and apply for the
appointment of a special guardian to appear and act in your behalf in said action within twenty days
after the service of this summons and notice upon you. Or in case of your failure to do so, plaintiff
above named will apply to have such appointment made after the expiration of said time.
Dated at . N .Y ., the ----- ------- day
o f ------------ , .
Yours, etc.,
' J "P/ntiffs A ttorney
- ------ ------
9--- ----- --- -- ---- -- -- ---------- -- X ----- 
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fhIi omFlxdint of the above named plaintiff respectfully shows to this Court
-- --- ---- ------------------th a t th e d ef e n d a n tL ? > i -- ---- ----- - - ------- -------- _1 ----------
----  . .for the purpose of securing the payment
to .... . - . ... .. .. of the
sum of "'A{ - 2g.
Dollars, with interest thereon, on or about the -day of
One thousand eight hundred and ..- - ,. , executed and delivered to
------ - a bond bearing date on that
day, sealed with P'k.g.seal, whereby the said_, ?< ....-
did bind..Xe .... .. '-- heirs, executors and administrators in the penalty of.---- ........ 
_ --- -----.... .. ---------------- -Dollars, upon condition that the same should be void
if the said ----- ---- 0 ..-..- ----- ...-... - -  . -h .heirs, executors
4 or administrators should pay to the said
h t. executors, administrators or assigns, the sum of money first above mentioned, as follows:
-- . .-- .----... --..-- .. ....- -------- ---- __-- -- -.. .. .. .. .
._ c .......... : :  ........... . ........ ....6 _ ....  .. --------- - ..... ..  ... ... . . ... . 
--- ---- --- --- ----- ---- --- -------- ------------ - --- oor
5
.... ... .. ..   .. . -. -- - --.... ..  .....- - - - .--- -- ... -- ..    .  .. . I -... .. . .
. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .................. .. ...   ......... ...................  .. .... .... ... .. ....... ... .... ..... . .. ........ -----
6 and, as collateral security for the payment of the said indebtedness, the said_, :
- ---.  on the ame day executed, duly acknowledged and
delivered to the said .. .. ... ... . ... ..
a mortgage, whereby v h ,granted, bargained and sold to the said ..------ I---
sthe following described premises, with the
appurtenances thereto, that is to say :
AlI that Tract or Parrie of gatrb situate in the l ... of
County of -.... -and State of New York, kc--/ -
7- -1 __,
----- ------- -----  -------------_-_C,_  _ _ __-_------_-_--
7. ... .. .... ...$.. .. ... ..---.. ... . ---------- ------- . . .7 . . . . -  -- ----
-77
.. ... .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . , . . .. ... ...... ..... . . . . ........ . . ....... .. ......... .. ... .. . 4...... .... .. ..
...... -------g .,  -- ............ .. ;, . .. - -- - ---- --- .. .. ..... . .i .. .
c.-- ' &d~4' ~ 4 i.57
..... - . . .... .. ---. _ -------. ,.. ,.  -- -.-- - -- - --
99'- ) " "'5 /
_. ; .. ... .. .- ----... ... -... .....-- ..... .. -----------... ..  ... .... ... ... .... . .- --
... -.: .: - .--.--- :> .. . : -c - -- - - -- -- --- ---------... ..
th h si ------- ,r ex
. . . . .. . . ..-- i .. .... ... .. . . . . .----- . .. . .... ... .. - : - . . _ .... . . .. . -- - -- ---- ----  .. .... .-.. . .. . .. .. . . ..
. ............. .. ..   -- .. .................... .  .   . ... ... - .. .-- .. ...  -- _ ...... ..  
The mosaiarisingafromntsuchnsale tosaye sidion s ofe money aond indtre inrhe andbysdonda
10
therhe shoud bertaor be retund tota the mortgago thrb ecrd ccrigtotetrm hro
S........ heirs, executors, administrators o  assigns.
And theignantere furher toz thlat e said mortgage wssi dureforde in the an ot of the
saidy mortgagegcotaimingcha smodtion pa  the said bond a dtrefthe condbsidionda
iftered otgao epi, sihol ot ad temnses therb procredg, accrdingpon the terms, thereof
t h e r e... .  . . . .. . t.. .. ... t__ _ n.... ..  t.. .. .. .. . .. ... .. . . .. . . ... . . .... ... ...-- - - -- .... .  . . . . .. . ..... . . .._I .- --
th n t esad--------- ---,------_ - --------- heirs, executors, adm inistratorsora sg .
Clerk of the County of.r to sell .............. , New York, on the . day
of .... arsin fro One thousand eight hundred and ...... in andat id bond
o'clock 1 M., in Book No nd. eps of tge at pag e u th
there should e, to be retrned.to.the ortga or g g s -2 .page .. . . ... . .... ... .. ...
And the plaintiff further show that --- - .......
e - , .. .....- ---- ----
... .. .... ... ... .... .. ......
T 3
I4 And the said plaintiff furtl~er show c'that the said defendant ... ........ < .. ....... ., ..
:: ....................................................... ailed to com ply w ith the conditions of the said bond and
mortgage, by omitting to pay the sum of 14 2 v -0 _)
15 w hich, by the term s and conditions of the said bond and m ortgage, becam e due .... - ................ . .
onthe . .....day of . --- -- .. One thousand eight hundred and
.......and there is now justly due the plaintiff upon the.sad.o
the~~.. ----- of--- -- :
mortgage, tesmo % L~
and to become due thereon the sum of -
And the plaintiff further show that no proceedings ha t---been had at law,or otherwise, to the
knowledge or belief of said plaintiff , and no other action has been brought to recover said
mortgage debt, or any part thereof.
And the plaintiff further show a-upon information and belief, that ..
.. .. ......... .. .......... .... ... ... .... ... ..... . .. .. .....-- - ---  ----..... . ....... .... . . . ............ .....  .. . .. ...... ...... ..... .....- ......... ... . .... . .. ..... .
a5owir claim to have some interest in, or lien upon, the said mortgaged premises, or some part
thereof, which interest or lien, if any, has accrued subsequently to the lien of the said mortgage.
And the plaintiff further s/ow -a that is , . ' : f upo t s -
The plaintiff therefore demandg that the defendantvo, and all persons claiming under
19 subsequent to the commencement of this -action, and every person whose -----
conveyance or incumbrance is subsequent, or is subsequently recorded, may be barred and fore-
closed of all right, claim, lien and equity of redemption in said mortgaged premises; that the said
premises, or so much thereof as may be sufficient to raise the amount due to theplaintiff for prin-
cipal, interest and costs and which may be sold in parcels without material injury to the interests
of the parties, may be decreed to be sold according to law; that out of all the moneys arising
fron the sAle thbre), the plaintiJ may be paid the amount due on the said bond and mortgage,
with interest to the time of such payment, and the costs and expenses of this action, so far as the
am)unt of such moneys properly applicable thereto will pay the same; that the officer, on making
such sale be directed to pay out of the proceeds of the sale all taxes, assessments and water rates
which are liens upon the property sold; and that the defendant_.... C - .-. ' _ .
20 . ----- -- ----- .---.-. .. .......................... ....... m ay be adju dg ed to p ay any deficiency w hich m ay
rem ain after applying all of said m oneys so applicable thereto : ..... ........ . ... .. . ...............................
and that the plaintiff may have such other or further relief, or both, in the premises, as shall be
just and equitable.
ktntzff s Attorney
STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of -- - - - .....-- ------. SS.
being duly sworn, say o he is thep -- laintiff in the above entitled action ; that the
foregoing complaint is true to h'- own knowledge except as to the matters therein stated to be
alleged on information and belief, and that as to those matters he believea, it to be true.
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........................... C -------- ounty.
(j1 Ohce W' L3 t~6~ i)~ , That an action has been commenced, and is now pending in the
........--- Court, upon the complaint of the above named plaintiff
against the above named defendants, filed in the office of the Clerk of the. ..
........... for the foreclosure of a mortgage, bearing date the.... / .
day of. -------_- .......... ..-.-.--.-- one thousand eight hundred and.. - -----
e x e c u te d b y . ,.- --- -- - - --.. . . . ...- --,- ---- -- ---............... .. . .. ..-..- -i - - ---- .. ..
t o-- -- -- --- -- --
and recorded in the office of the Clerk of the County of 6 ( &. .; .... , ................ ,at
,,2/. N. Y.,on the .- .day of____,"__.'
-.-. - ------.-....... .... . ......  .  ....  ......................   .  ....  ........  ............ ..........  ;  ..
one thousand eight hundred and ---- ------ -------------------------- , in Liber. / Z ofM ortgages, at page
..... at --------- / ---_ o'clock in the.. noon; and that the mortgaged premises in the last
mentioned County, affected by the said action, were, at the time of the commencement thereof, and
at the time of filing this notice, are situated in the /-"(6~5 .~ - -------of......e**_a t h e t i 
m o fi i n  h s o t i e , a r e s i u a t d n t e ... ... .. ... o .. .... ... .. .................. ..............................
in said County, and are described in the said mortgage as follows, to-wit:
W f Ntd tra t or Pimcd? of Awtb, situate in the of.
---- ....-------- .. .. --------------------------------- .. .. .C o u n ty of . . an d S tate of N ew Y o rk ,
- ----- . - .-. . .... .
------ ---------- -- -_---- ---- --A ------------ ---- ~ ......... -
.. ~~~~~ ~-- ..... -- : ._: ..... ........... .. .......................
= . .......  ................................................  ........  ...........  ...................... . ...... . .... .. ,
.......... .  . . ......... - ------- _---- . ------ . ..----- ----. -- ...... .. .- ---- - -- ,---
........... -- --- -.----._. _. .__ : .__ .. ........... ...... --- .. ..-- ._. --. .. .---.-. .. ..  . _ . .. .
-------------------------. .. .. . ----_._- - .- . . .. .;... :. .. ..<. .-_L _;....... ._.  ... ..  . ......... --- --------------:_- - - _____------- --- --  
~ - ~ 6 -. -- -- -.'5 ~ ~
/ /
. ......... --- -- ... .. _ ... .. .. .... -----..-- ------ ... . . . _ I/ --- -.-- ---
.- ..............._ ._. _ _ : _ .._: _= __.. _ _._ -._ _ .. .... .... -------------------- ------------- - .
It -. ...... _... ..... . .. .................................... .............. ...... .. ..  ... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . ................. ..................... ....... A X
- -- -- - - ; -I . : ................... -- ---
D ated.. . .... -------------
New York.
You are hereby directed to index the foregoing notice to the names of ...... : .: ............
... . . .. ..... --- . ......... P laintiff s A ttorney ,
New York.
- - --- 







-- - - - ------------- -------
New York
to to0.rl fteCo0ro
Yo aeheeb irctdtoine te oei, ntce-. th aso . ......
------ --------------- ----- -- ------------ --- ------------------------------------------------ -- -----------------------C













Affidavit of Filing Notice of Pendency, &c.,-Application for
Judgment of Forcclosure.-New Code. Williamson Law Book Co., Publishers, Rochester, N. Y. 4-96
Fol. i court, Cowiti of+
c~Ya~f
gi ate of (e)Jo crorft,)
C OUNTY OF --------- ------- ss.
...................................... O F ---- --- ---- ---. -- ---- -- - ..-- . -- --  . ..... .. ..----
o f th e - o f..... . ... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... .  .. .
h e i s --- -- -------------------------- --- -- ----- -----
---------------------------..-----------.------ being duly sw orn, says that
-the attorney for the plaintiff in the above
entitled action; that this action was brought to foreclose a mortgage upon real property; that the
complaint herein was filed in the Clerk's Office of. .---------.-- - ounty,----........ -C  on the
................  ..................................... day of ............................ 89 ( ; that a notice of the pendency of this
action* in the form prescribed by the Code of Civil Procedure, containing the names of the parties
thereto, the object of the action, the date of the said Mortgage and the parties thereto, and the
time and place of recording the same, the description of the mortgaged premises, and containing
correctly and truly all the particulars required by law to be stated in such notice, was more than
twenty days since, viz., on the --------------- .. .. aay of -- -----........... 96. , filed
in the Clerk's Office of the County of .. ...... .............. N. Y., that being the County
in which the mortgaged premises were and are situated, which filing was at or after the time of
filing said complaint; and that since the filing of said notice the con plaint in this action has not
been amended by making new parties to the action, or so as to affect other property not described
in the original complaint, or so as to extend the claims of the plaintiff as against the mortgaged
premises.
And this deponent further says that.__-.
............  .......... ................ ..... a b s e n t e e 4 -
..of the defendants
that all the defendants herein have been personally served with the summons and ..'
Rule 6o.
------------------ --------------------------------------------
6 more than twenty days since, except the defendants ... ............. .
who were served by., . ... . 7 .. '--.. .herein. And none of said defendants
have appeared, answered or demurred herein, except the defendant.... ........ ... .....
-------------------- I -- - - -- - - - - ---- a s a p p e a rs b y th e n o tic e o f ---------------. ..- -- -- -- ---------------------------------- h e re to a n n e x e d .
_ t.. . in fan t ,.......... .. .... .
Deponent further says that the moneys secured by said bond and mortgage have all become
due and are unpaid, except the sum of .... .... ... ...... . . ...................... ..D ollars
............. to... become due,-----( $ ......................................................................) du e  ........  
SuDscribed and sworn to before me, thise... .. said be
day of /... I 9 , f ...... " ... .
( $ .......  ............ ............................. .t o b e om e.i d u e ,  _ _ _--- _ _ -- -- ---- - ---- - ... .... ......... .... _... . _ _ ...... .......   ...





ORDER OF REFERENCE-(New Code)- Whole Amount Due-
Absentees or Infants. 1 1 8 Williamson & Higbie, Publishers, Rochester, N. Y. io-87.
At a Term of the . Court,
held at the PCurt House in 17X- "In_ County, on the C 614-'
day of ,
Present Hon. c - -j .
of said Court.
against
00 i w4 1¢ M ifq on file in this action, also the affidavit of
------.. ---.------. ------------------------------------------.--.------------- .p laintiff 's A ttorney , and it appearing that this action w as
brought to foreclose a mortgage, and that the whole amount secured thereby is actually due; now on
filing proof of the personal service of the summons in this action on the defendant-l Ix"
/ • (i
.-. ... .....
more than twenty days since, and that no answer to the said complaint has been served by either or
any of them, except the general answer of - ,
......... by ... ...... . .
On motion of.. Attorn for the plaintiff
4"~ ~ ,(i -d -d. That .it be.referred .to. 2T-. - -- e_--v-- -W Es-uire
rinin the.."'._.._. -- o£. - -. . & .... .N. Y., to compute the amount due to
the plaintiff for principal and interest upon the bond and mortgage set forth in the plaintiff's com-
plaint, which is filed in this action. AND ALSO, to take proof of the facts and circumstances stated in
the plaintiff's complaint, and to examine the plaintif or h , agent on oath as to any payments which
have been made.
..... ... . ... . ... .. . J .... 
II
r~~)
85 Williamson Law Book Co., Publishers, Rochester, N. Y. 8-92.
Ceo ir. Coutnty of
Plaintiff
Defendant
STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of }...... -- _ - - - - ss.
--- ------ ,-- the Referee appointed in this
action, being duly sworn, do say that I will faithfully and fairly try the issues and determine the
questions referred to me, in this action, and a just and true report make therein, according to the
best of my understanding.
----- - ----------- -- -----
... ... ..... .. ...
against
(c4, /
Sworn to before me, this ... - ..
day of . 89





REFEREE'S REPORT.-WHOLE AMOUNT Du -ABsEN-rEs, &.-(New Code.) 129 Williamson & Higbie, Publishers, Rochester, N. Y. 9-87.
2 In Pursuance of an Order of this Court, made in the above entitled action, on
the_ day of in the year one thousand eight hundred
and .----. - . ....... by which it was referred to the undersigned Referee to ascertain and
compute the amount due to the plaintiff upon and by virtue of the bond and mortgage mentioned and
set forth in the plaintiff complaint, which is filed in this action; and also to take proof of the facts and
circumstances stated in the plaintiff complaint, and to examine theplaintiff or hzvagent, on oath,
as to any payments which have been made: I, -- -
...---after having been first duly sworn faithfully and fairly to try the issues
and determine the questions in this action referred to me, and a just and true report to make herein
according to the best of my understanding, C4lO.-11--_ ,
DO REPORT, that I have computed and ascertained the amount due to the laint iff  upon and
by virtue of the said bond and mortgage, and that I find, and accordingly report, that there is due to
the above named pa'ntif , f principal and interest on said bond and mortgage, at the date of this
my report, the sum of - i-e.t
SCHEDULE "A," hereunto annexed, shows a statement of the amounts due for principal and in-
terest respectively, the period of the computation of the interest, and its rate.
And I do further certify and report, that I have taken proof of the facts and circumstances stated
in said plaintiff complaint, and have examined
---..... the plaintiff on oath, as to any payments which have been made
on account of the demand mentioned in said complaint, and which ought to be credited thereon; and I
am of opinion, and hereby report, that the facts and circumstances stated in said complaint are true.
Dated the day of. 88
C ~ /~~wt',Referee.
SCHEDULE "' A."
One bond dated the- -day of-i8 /'/, in
the penal sum of $ .. - - -.conditioned to pay $ i--x"-- as follows:
which is accompanied by a mortgage ot the same date.
Principal sum due--
Interest thereon from the. _day
being- -- year- -in.ntkh- and.
at p Per centum per annum, is
Amount dueplaintiff this day o
I










Judgment of Foreclosre and Sale-Whole Amount Due-New Code. 277 Williamson Law Book Co., Publishers, Rochester, N. Y. 9-4.
AT A_ Term of the Court of the
..... ... ............. .....  . ...............  ........... - State of N e w Y o rk , h eld a t th e C o u rt
House in the County of . in said State, on
the. day of ... ...... . ... . Eighteen hundred
and ninety- c .. ........ . .
P R E SE N T - H o n . -- -- -- ------- --------- ---- - -------- _... -------
Justice of said Court.
- !V{der of eftrUngt, having been duly made to compute the amount due to the plaintiff
upon the bond and mortgage set forth in the complaint in this action, and also* /------ ----- - - - .........
-.. ---- - -..--. .. ..... -- - -----..-- -- --.- --- -----.-- --.- ..- -- -- - ----  --- ......... ......
_I -e. ---------- 'L4_z
and the referee named in said order having made his report dated .. -.------
whereby he finds that there was clue to the plaintiff at the date of said report the sum of
.... ............... ----I......... ......... .... . .....
. .... . ....... .... ------- .N o w , o n filin g said re p o rt, to g e th e r w ith
due proof that notice of the pendency of this action, in the form prescribed by law, together with
the complaint herein, were duly filed in the Clerk's office of the County where the mortgaged
property is situated, more than twenty days since, and on motion of ----
.laintifis attorney , it is ordered that the said report be and the
same is confirmed; and it is further ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the mortgaged premises
described in the complaint in this action, as hereinafter set forth, or such part thereof as may be
sufficient to discharge the mortgage debt, the expenses of the sale, and the costs of the action, and
which may be sold separately without material injury to the parties interested, be sold at public
auctioi, in the County of ........... .. ....... by ........ I -
to whom it i hereby referred to inake such sale ; that the said referee ---------------- ive public
notice of the time and place of suA sale a*ording to law and the practice of this Court; that
either or any of the parties to this action may become a purchaser on such sale; that the said
referee . ....................... execute to the purchaser or purchasers a deed or deeds of the premises sold;
that out of the proceeds of the sale, after deducting the amount of his fees and expenses on
such sale, the said referee---- piax to the plaintif or hi-u attorney the sum of
(..2--. ' ,. ; .. .... .......... .. .... Dollars and
.. ... . . ....- Cents, adjudged to the plainti1ff for costs and charges
in this action, with interest thereon from the date hereot, and also the amount so reported due as
aforesaid, with interest thereon from the date of said report, or so much thereof as such proceeds
will pay of the same, and take a receipt therefor and file the same with his report of sale, and that
if there is any surplus he bring the same into Court, by paying the same to Treasurer of said
County, within five days after the same shall be received and be ascertainable, for the use of the
person or persons entitled thereto. That said referee ............. make a report of such sale, and
file it with the Clerk of this Court with all convenient speed. And it is further adjudged that if
the proceeds of such sale be insufficitut to pay the amount so reported Clue to the plaintiff withi
the interest, epeoses and costs as aforesaid, the said referee ............................................................... specify the am ount of
such 1e Hi sie y in his rep )rt of sale, and that the defendant....... 2 .. ........... .. .. ........... .. 
... . .......... .. .. .... ....    ... ... ... .... p a y t h e s a m e t o t h e p l a i n t iff , a n d t h a t t h e p u r c h a s e r o r
purchasers at such sale be let into possession of the premises so sold on production of the said
referee's deed thereof.
* See Rule Sixty.
AND IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendants and all persons claiming under them, or
any or either of them, after the filing of said notice of pendency of this action, be forever barred
and foreclosed of all right, title, interest, claim, lien or equity of redemption in and to the said
mortgaged premises so sold, or any part thereof.
The following is a description of the said mortgaged premises hereinbefore mentioned :
-
_,/'._ _.._ ._. _ ... i_..:i.1... . _ , 7 i ..___
-..-.-- - -- -  .- -.-. -   .-.... .. --. ------.. .. .. -- --.. ... .  . . . .. ... . ..... .. . ... . . ...... . ... .. .. . .. -- .--- ... _ ..-, -- -- - . .
-_------ . -.; ......... _- . .. -_.. .--- - --._ _ / -... ..--------  --- -- - ----- : ... ..... i .' -:_.. ------- ------ -- ------- --- --- ----.. ..... ------- - -----
"( .......... '2-y ,-W ....... i _, _..:; ; Z ......------- .. . . .. ..  ---._.  .... ----- -: . ------------- .. . .. .. _ . ----- ------ - -
- + . , . . ' s /
,//
---- --------... __/ .... ~ o....  V.... -- ---- -- --------- ... . .- ... ,.. ---- - --- -- -- -- - - --- --
/ /
-~~~~~~~- --------- - --
- .-- ........-. .- - .. .. ---------- ......... -. . . . .... ......... - -/ ----....... .
............... . ..... . ........ ............ . --------
-~I *c . / . ......................
.... ..... . - ............ .... .............. _.--.-.__-. -.... ........ ..... .. .. .- - - - - ........ ......-. . --- -- --- - ---- - -- . -- --- -   .. .. . . .. . .. . . ... ... .... ... .... .  ... . .. .. . ..... . . ....  . .... .  .  .. ..... .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . ... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .. ~. . . . . . .-----. . .. . . .. .
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9fls ~tjt1W ~ P~ That ---------  ..................;A/ £- - d  .. : ___ ::.: ... ..............
. ....... ... .... ....... .... - - - ---- - - -- --. - - --- - - .--- ---.-.--- - -   -.-- -  .-.--- - -   .------------------------------------------........ .. ...... .. -.. ..............
held and firmly bound unto . .i-f 7- - z'.e-:z F _ 22."
in the sum of........... - ----.--. . . . ..---
Dollars, to be paid to the said-_ -Z'-,e X
. .... ... ........ or to .... . ........ certain attorneys, executors, administrators or assigns,
i o r )5V iC§ T lp~ g ¢ti , w ell and truly to be m ade ...................................... bind ......... .... .... .. . .....
and. heirs, executors and administrators, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
'4 0c t w ith ............. ........................ .... seal. D ated the day of-.- / .
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- -
jJ4 $dit$Oi4 Of 11 O 4s si~O k/ That if the above bounden
- - --- -- - --- - -- - -- ---- --
........................................ --.:: -_ --..... -:_ -- ..... --... --------=/_ ..... -.:_ --------- . - .__<-
heirs, executors, administrators, or any of them, shal nd do well and truly pay, or cause to be
paid, unto the above mentioned ..... ' . .
certain attorneys, executors, administrators or assigns, the just and full sum of............- ------.. // - .. .... .......... .....
- ..... . .................. ... ... .. ........ . ..-.- -- . . . .... ...'
and keep the obligations hereinafter contained, without fraud or other delay, then this obligation
to be void, else to remain in full force and virtue.
And it is hereby further Provided, That should any default be made in the payment of
the said principal or interest, or any part thereof, hereby secured, or in the payment of the taxes,
assessments or insurance, as hereinafter provided, and should the same remain unpaid and in arrears
forthespace of.. days after the same shall, by the terms hereof, become
due and payable, that then and in that case, the whole principal sum hereby secured to be paid, to-
gether with the interest thereon, shall, at the option of said obritee z executors, administrators
or assigns, become and be due and payable immediately thereupon, anything herein contained to
the contrary notwithstanding.
And it is hereby further Agreed, That the oart of the first part shall and will keep
the buildings erected and to be erected on the premises described in a certain mortgage executed
by the said remain u and..... . . ....
and hearing even date herewith, and being collateral hereto, insured in some solvent incorporated
. .......... a , tha insur anct cny, Agaist Loss or Damage by Fire to an amount
not less than ... ~'~~ ... 59..... Dollars, an.d shall assign
the policy to he itkenore she nsuane at the oigce herein, or to kct assigns as collateral
security hereto.
And in case the said Insurance shall not be effected or continued in the manner above
provided, then the said oblz~ee kL executors, administrators or assigns, may' effect or continue
such insurance in the name of said oburgor. or otherwise, and the premiums paid therefor shall be
added to the principal sum hereby secured to be paid, and payable on demand with interest.
And it is also Agreed, That should default at any time be made in the payment of the
taxes or assessments, which shall or may be taxed or assessed against said mortgaged premises,
and shoul d he sam aayter in pi for the space of ---------
after the same shall become due and payable it shall be lawful for the said party oi the second
part, h (-- representatives or assigns, as mortgagee or otherwise, to pay such tax or assessment,
and the sum or sums so paid shall be a lien on said mortgaged premises, added to the amount other-
wise secured by these presents, and payable on demand with interest.
SEALEtD AND DELIVERED
IN pRkSENCE OF .t
Bond--Interest, Insurance and Tax Clauses
5tate of (Dv q orfl,
COUNTY OF - S.
-W I ............ .......
On this Y Al_
E ig hteen hundred and ninety ....................................................
--- ---- -- -- -i---- - --
_.day of--. - -, in the year
.................. before me, the subscriber, personally appeared
--- --- - - - -
to me personally known to be the same person described in and who executed the foregoing
instrument, and - he -- ----- 7 -acknowledged to me that the} executed the same.





















































































Mortgage -Interest, Insurance, Tax and Assessment Clauses.
0his jnddturc
BETW EEN - -----: .. , ,---... ...
..... .. _ . ..... .._ .....  . ..  .... ..... .......................... ........ . ..... . . .. .
--! - --------
................ . ......... - .............................. -: ....... ............... ...... ........ .. ' -................... - ............ ......... ................. ll- "e !7,; -;0 " --
......... ... ...  ........ - ----.. ... - --.. .... - --.. . - - -.-.-. .-.. -.- -----. .- -.. ..  .  . . ... .  --.. . - ,
--- -- '-- -i --:- .....- - -- -- -- -- - --- .........--
---- 
// ltq;2 la de a
9 to CTresent, ----- akn/ a1d~621M'?z k~ '164wlla --- 11ddnlalag
(C,4U t~at traIct or~ Trc of &A.nb, deauazk 61 de-
/ .7 (- --
_. .;...6 ... ..... ,. ... ...... ..... ........... , ........ .... .------ ..... .. . .......
-.-.-- - - ------------------------.......-----.------------------- ------- - -----.------------
--- --------/ -- -- ~--- - -  4 ----- 0oi
, ,r ) ,
------- . . . -- -- _7 i - ------------
-- ---- --- -- - - - ---- --- - - --
- - -- - ------- -- - ------ ----- - ----- -- ----
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7......................... ....... ....................... f. . . . . .-
....... ......................  --- .. . .. ............................................ ..-  ......- -- - --
......... ... . ........... - -- ---- -- -- . - ....--- -1 _ --- - -- -
6 I~ j~
......................................... .......... .. ... ...  .. ..............
...........A . .  ......
Tlhis Orant is intended as a security for the payment
----------------- ---... _.V ------------------.....
of the sum of
according to the conditions of a BOND this day executed and delivered by the said
< ( 6~-,- , -0
----------------.. ----------- .... -.. . . .. ... ..------. ............. .. ._. . .......... . ..¢ . .. _ _ .... ......... .......... .... ...........- ---
to the said part of the second part; and this conveyance shall be void if such payment be made
as herein specified. And in case default shall be made in the payment of the principal sum hereby
intended to be secured, or in the payment of the interest thereof, or any part of such principal or
interest as above provided, or the taxes, assessments or insurance hereinafter mentioned, for the
space of --- ... days after the same shall become due and payable, it shall be lawful for the
part L of the second part, .----- .-- ........... executors, administrators or assigns, at any time there-
after, to sell the premises hereby granted, or any part thereof, in the manner prescribed by law,
and out of all the moneys arising from such sale to retain the amount then due for principal and
interest, and for taxes and insurance paid, together with the costs and charges of making such sale,
and the over-plus, if any there be, shall be paid by the party making such sale, on demand, to the
said-.. h L4 heirs or assigns.
And it is hereby expressly Agreed that in case any installment of principal or any part
thereof, or any interest moneys, or any part thereof, hereby secured to be paid, or any money paid
for insurance, taxes or assessments herein specified, shall remain due and unpaid by said part.X- of
the first part, for the space of --------- - -  - -- ----------........ . . . days after the sam e shall, by the
terms hereof, become due and payable, that then and in that case the whole principal sum hereby
.....................  .........................
_ ...,.... ........ ..... .-,.. .. ... ... ....... .....  ........ ..... ..... ... . ........... ..
secured to be paid, together with all arrearage of interest thereon, shall, at the option of said
part of the second part X- - ----- executors, administrators or assigns, become due and
payale forthwith, anything herein contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
And it is also Agreed, by and between the parties of these prsents, that the said part -  of
the first part shall and will keep the buildings erected and to be erected upon the lands above con-
veyed, insured in some solvent, incorporated fire insurance company, against Loss or Damage by
Fire, in an amount not less than .------ --------
Dollars, the insurance to be chosen or, approved by the part '- of the second part,.-- ' heirs
or assigns, and assign the policy and certificate thereof to g e said part ' of the second part.
And in default thereof it shall be lawful for the said part , of the secon part to effect such in-
surance as mortgagee or otherwise, and the premium or fi:emiums paid for effecting or continuing
the same shall be a lien on the said mortgaged premise , added to the amount secured by these
presents, and payable, on demand, with interest, and shall be collectible in the same manner, at the
same time, and upon the same conditions as the interest hereinbefore mentioned.
And it is hereby expressly Agreed, by and between the parties to these presents, that the
said part-( of the first part,- ------ heirs or assigns, will pay and discharge all taxes and
assessments that are now or shall hereafter be levied or assessed upon the above described premises
or any part thereof, when the same shall become due and payable, and in default thereof for thirty
days after the same shall be so levied or assessed and become payable, the said party of the second
part, ----- ---.heirs or assigns, may pay such taxes and assessments, and expenses of the same,
and the amount so paid, and the interest thereon from the time of such payment, shall forthwith
be due and payable, from the said part i&" of the first part ----------- ... heirs or assigns, to the said
second part hereto, -- heirs, representatives or assigns, by virtue hereof, and the same
shall be deemed a part of the moneys payable and secured by these presents, and shall be collect-
ible in the same manner, at the same time and on the same conditions as the interest on the principal
sum hereinbefore specified.
And this conveyance shall be void if full payment of the aforesaid moneys, both princioal and interest,
be made as hereinbefore specified, and if the aforesaid covenants, and each of them, be well and truly kept
and performed as hereinbefore provided and specified.
4rn Witnrio WhTurof, The part t of the first part, ha-- hereunto set ........ ......





C OUNTY OF..... ---.... --7eSS.
O n .... ... ... .................. ............ .day of-.- .7- .. . . , in the year
Eighteen hundred and ninety ... ...... ...... .. ....... before me, the subscriber, nersonally appeared
.. . . . . ..- . . . .. . . . . .. .- ------ ----. . ... .. . .. .. .. ... . . . . . . . . ._ ------- ---- _ -- . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . ....-- -
to me personally known to be the same person - described in and who executed the foregoing
instrument, and fhe- -..-- ---- C- acknowledged to me that the executed the same.
// 1
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A\
aga ins t ~t~ o n
,.I / 17
i<..y-,-o Of &-Uljc.
The premises described in the annexed Advertisement of Sale will be sold under the direction
of ----- - -----/ ----- ............ - - --------.------ -------............. u pon the follow ing term s:
i st.-Ten per cent. of the purchase money of said premises will be required to be paid to the said
----.... at the time and place of sale, for which the ....
receipt will be given.
2d.-The residue of said purchase money will be required to be paid to the said ........ 
at his office, in the . f /.- ....... on the... -day
of -- .......... when the said .. .... deed will be ready for delivery.
3 d.-The . f -------- is not required to send any notice to the purchaser; and if he neglects
to call at the time and place above specified, to receive his deed, he will be charged with
interest thereafter on the whole amount of his purchase, unless the .
shall deem it proper to extend the time for the completion of said purchase.
4 th.-All taxes, assessments and other incumbrances which, at the time of sale, are liens or incum-
brances upon said premises, will be allowed by the - ------ out of the purchase
money, provided the purchaser shall, previously to the delivery of the deed, produce to the
.. /...... ----'_' _. ... proof of such liens, and duplicate receipts for the payments thereof.
5th.-The purchaser of said premises, or any portion thereof, will at the time and place of sale,
sign a memorandum of his purchase.
6th.-The biddings will be kept open after the property is struck down, and in case any purchaser
shall fail to comply with any of the above conditions of sale, the premises so struck down
to him will be again put up for sale, under the direction of said _.- under
the same terms of sale, without application to the Court, unless the plaintiff attorney
shall elect to make such application: and such purchaser will be held liable for any defi-
ciency there may be between the sum for which said premises shall be struck down upon
the sale, and that for which they may be purchased on the re-sale, and also any costs or
expenses occurring on such re-sale.
D ated .......... £ ... ( ... I8
MEMORANDUM OF SALE.
-------- have this /' .- .............. day of I894C
purchased the premises described in the above annexed printed advertisement of sale for the sum of
..... - ......................................................  . . and hereby prom ise and ag ree
to comply with the terms and conditions of the sa'le of said premises as above mentioned and set
forth.
Dated -5 --------4
L ------------------.- ....... 89 . R eceived from .. -c_. -
the sum of. ._<_._._.: _" . ..-being ten per cent. on the amount
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Fol i.
To the..... .. .. Cou
IN PURSUANCE AND BY VIRTUE OF A JUDGMENT OF THIS COURT, made in
the above entitled action, on the .--------------- .  ....... ------ day of.. in the year
one thousand eight hundred and ninety .......... ......................... and heretofore duly entered, by which
it was, among other things, ordered and adjudged, that all and singular the mortgaged premises
mentioned in the complaint in this action, and hereinafter described, or such part thereof as is
2 sufficient to discharge the mortgage debt, the expenses of the sale, and the costs of the action, and
which might be sold separately without material injury to the parties interested, be sold at public
auction by or under the direction of the subscriber, a Referee duly appointed therein, for the
purpose of making such sale; that the said sale be made in the county where the said mortgaged
premises, or the greater part thereof, are situated ; that the Referee give public notice of the time
and place of such sale, according to law and practice of this Court, and that the plaintiff or any
of the parties to this action might become a purchaser on such sale; that the Referee execute a
deed to the purchaser of the mortgaged premises sold on said sale; and that the said Referee pay
all taxes, assessments and water rates, which are liens upon the property sold, etc., and also pay to
the said plaintiff , or hio attorney out of the proceeds of the said sale ......................... ........
-------------.. .. .- -- - -- - ------ dollars, costs and charges in this action as adjusted, and also the
amount reported due plaintiff together with legal interest thereon from the date of the Referee's
report; or so much thereof as the purchase money of the mortgaged premises sold would pay of
the same, and that the Referee take plaintiffs receipt for the amount so paid, and file the same with
his report; and that he pay the surplus moneys arising from the said sale, if any there should be,
into Court, for the use of the person or persons entitled thereto, subject to the further order of the
Court, And whereby it was further ordered and adjudged that it the proceeds of the said sale
should be insufficient to pay the amount so reported due to the plaintiff with the interest, ex-
penses, taxes and costs aforesaid, that the said Referee specify the amount of such deficiency in his
report of the sale.
And Whereby it was Further Adjudged, that*
---- - -   --- .-- ---  .- .... ... .. . ...... . .... . ...... ... .... ....... .... .. .... . .. .. .. ...... d  .. . . . . . . 4
1, the subscriber, --- < - --- - - ------ -------------- ------------------------ R eferee as aforesaid, residing
in --. _---.-- ...... .............-N  Y , do respectfully certify and report such sale and proceedings
as follows: that having been charged by the attorney for the plaintiff with the execution of said
judgment, I advertised said premises to be sold by me at public auction, at the ................................................
..............  in th e.......... _ - 1 ._-.-- ..o f --- - - ---- ,
County of - --- N. Y., on the... /------- day of
in the y ear one thousan d eight hundred and ninety-.- . . ...................... . . . . . .. .. .. .......................................
That previous to said sale I caused notice thereof to be publicly advertised for ........ ....... weeks
successively, as follows, viz: by causing a printed notice thereof to be fastened in three public and
Referee's Report of Sale.
6 conspicuous places in the where such premises were to be sold, and also in three
public and conspicuous places in the ........ i ---- ...where the said mortgaged premises are
situated, at least .. days before the sale, and also by causing a copy of such notice
to be published .---- -- in each week during the ....... --- weeks immediately preceding
such sale, in a public newspaper published in said County of .........42.. - .
to w it, in th e ---- -i_- - -------  ............ p u b lish e d a t .. _- - ........................
in said County, which notice contains a brief description of said mortgaged premises
AND I DO FURTHER REPORT that on the said ........ ... ..day of ..................  
in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety ------- ------------- the day on which the said premises
7 were so advertised to be sold as aforesaid, I attended at the time and place fixed for said sale, and
exposed said premises for sale at public auction to the highest bidder, and the said premises were
then and there fairly struck off to --------- -- --
for the sum of .. . " ' .A -- . (. -
.. . . . .... .. . . .. ..... ............. ...   ... ..-- D o lla rs,
he being the highest bidder therefor, and that being the highest sum bidden for the same.
AND I DO FURTHER CERTIFY AND REPORT that I have executed, acknowledged and delivered
to said purckaser the usual Referee's Deed of said premises, and have paid over or disposed of the
purchase money, or proceeds of said sale, as follows, viz: I have paid to the attorney for the
plaintiff the sum of X, u ..- Dollars ($ // ,- )
being the amount of -- -- , .. costs and charges of this suit, with the interest as
adjusted, and have taken a receipt therefor, which is hereto annexed.
I have also retained in my hands the sum of.... ............
--Dollars, being the amount of my fees and disbuimnents on said
sale, including costs for publishing notices of sale.
And I have paid to the attorney for the plaintiff the sum of -?-- - ' " '.
....... . . . ..... ..... --------- Dollars, and have taken plaintiffs receipt therefor, which
is hereto annexed
I have, as directed, also paid to the Treasurer of County, for the
use of the person or persons entitled thereto the sum of $ -.. the surplus
herein, and have taken his receipt therefor, which is hereunto annexed.
I h a v e p a id fo r C ity T a x e s .. .. .............  ..................   ............. $ ...............  ........
.... 1 C o u n ty T a x e s ......... ........... ..................................................................... $  ......   .  
.... I W ater R ates --------- ...... . .....................
" Printing and posting notices of sale --------------------$ .-.. - --
---- ......  ... . . .. .. .. ... . .. $.............................................................
and taken receipts therefor, which are hereunto annexed.
10 1 have retained for my fees and commission ----
I have also t
AND I DO FURTHER CERTIFY AND REPORT that the premises so sold and conveyed as afore-
said, were described in said judgment, and in the deed so executed by me aforesaid, as follows, viz:
All that Tract or Parcel of Land situate in the - of -- --- ---.......
County of -------- .- and State of New York, known as .
__ 11 - -------- -------- -. X _
.................... .. . .... .... . . . ..... .............. _ _
.......... .. .. .... .....--- - --- --- A-- ---- ----- --- ------ - . ... ... .... ....  ., ....... a . .. .... ........... ..... -  --- .... ..... . -_ ............... .... .- -
. ..
4. / ....... ..........
4ii-,.: , & / £tZ £ ,C
.................. 2 ... ... ........ ..... -. -  ---.......... - --- - . . .---- r
..... ,............. ---- -I  . ...... ... . .. . .. ._ ..... . . .. . ..... . _........ ..... .. .... _13 _ _ r & ~ -- - ------
. .. . .. .............. . .... . . . .... -
k -.;.... . .<.- ,... .. ......... _. ..-. ......... -----------------........,..  .. ...:..:.....  .. .. . .... ?.. . . _
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -.- .''-' ";_'' C..-
.................... ....................... ............. ........................ ...... ;_---------------- ............... _ _. i 3 :,
_ ~~~.. . ..................  < .......... .. s!,... .... ....  .  ... .. :. ? .. '..... _
_ ... . .... _. .... ..  . ... . ....... . ' . . / . . . . ... '....
.... t/o .. ...... .... - -. . -
the .e. n.< ........... .... .............................................................. .........
....................................................................................................................................... . ............. .................
"/ C
141
......... ......-.--.--....----.....--.....-----.-_ ---- --.... . .............. ............... ................ ............... ................ ............... ............... . ............... ................ .. .............
AND I 'HsRzBY-_URTHER CERTIFY AND REPORT, that after such salee disposal
of the proceeds as above proe, f defici ncy is $ t p-----.............................................for w hich
t h ee dd e f e dd a n t ..................................... --------------------------.---.-------- . . . . . . - -. .  ..-.--.-- --- - --... .... ..................-- ---- ------
........................................................................ ...... ... ....-. .... .... ..............................................-................... ---------------------------- - ------- ---- ----- .--.-----.---.-.----...........
is liable undeo nt
A ll which is respectfully reported to this Court. D ated _...............................---............................... s89
O§x637. t;§676. tErsein case of surplus.
by.me.under.and by virtuen the provs of s udment beng...t amountR~ctiptiiabAmountby ¢ 11 
' m e un e and ........... v irtu e __.. of ........................................ sid ju g n, bein ... .. ....... .----/ -................................. t e a o n
adjdd to bite pai the judmentif wth inereast. ther asmetod in ........... judgmet.
... ................................ ...... ......  "t-/o-,y
Order of Confirmation-Foreclosure. 1 1 9 Williamson Law Book Co., Publishers, Rochester, N.Y. 4-95
AT A -- -....--..--------..--..-. Term of the ...... ...... ........... Court, held at
the Court House, in -------------y , County of_..- ..---- ....... N. Y.,
on the .......- -day ......... of , I89 .
PRESENT- Hon.... j ........- --. - -'--._-_ ._ _ -- - - - . , Justice.
against
O n C ¢abin4 anb 4 ifin ...... ........ ............. .. .......... ..... ...... .. .....
heretofore appointed herein, of the sale of the mortgaged premises mentioned and described in the
complaint in this action, which report is dated ...... ---... . . ; now, on motion
- T t s ---------------------  --------- ------ , attorney for theplaintiff
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drhis JdtnIUr,
Made this Z.... t day of... .
eight hundred and ninety- _ BET
Referee in the action hereinafter mentioned, of.
in the County of.. 7 '---
--- ---------- - (  , c 4 ---~ -- --
..in the year of our Lord one thousand
W EEN -------  ...................................................................
--. ----- New York, of the first part, and
-.. ' e
Whereas, At a ---
the -., i' day of ----- ,
t ------
Court, in a certain actic
............................. .
/- - --------_ - , --------
Term of the. .. ___-----
..held at .. 2 C , 6
A- -I-~ T K
----. of the. second part:
------------------------- C ou rt
-:! S ....... .............. .  ..- o n
ocue thousand eight hundred and
it was, among other things, ordered, adjudged, and decreed by the said
un then pending in the said Court, between. ------ ' 9A
.......... .. " _
That all and singular the premises described in a mortgage executed byi_/ frg ,
- . to - - and recorded in
.. County Clerk's office, in Liber / 7.of Mortgages, at page .
and being the same premises mentioned in the complaint in said action, and in said judgment de-
scribed, or such part thereof as is sufficient to discharge the mortgage debt, the expenses of the
sale, and costs of said action, and which might be sold separately without material injury to the
parties interested, be sold at public auction, according to law and practice of said Court, by and
under the direction of the said ........... _ , , -, L- __ /,k? . .e -- who was appointed
a Referee in said action and to whom it was referred by the said judgment, among other things to
make such sale; that the said sale be made in the county where the said mortgaged premises, or
the greater part thereof, are situated; that said Referee give public notice of the time and place
of such sale, according to the course and practice of said Court, and that any of the parties in said
action might become a purchaser or purchasers on such sale; that the said Referee execute to the
purchaser or purchasers of the said mortgaged premises, or such part or parts thereof as should
be sold, a good and sufficient deed or deeds of conveyance for the same, and pay taxes, assessments
or water rates which were liens upon the property sold, etc.
And Whereas, The said Referee, in pursuance of the order and judgment of the said Court, did,
on the- -/ - - day of -- ....... one thousand eight
hundred and.... Z . sell at public auction, at
.... . ... .....
the premises in the said order and judgment mentioned, due notice of the time and place of such
sale being first given, pursuant to the said judgment ; at which sale the premises hereinafter de-
scribed were fairly struck off to the said party of the second part for the sum of
---------- .. ....... . .. ...- D o llars,
that being the, highest sum bidden for the same.
Rcferee's Deadin Nioztgage Cases.
Now this Indenture Witnesseth, That the said Referee, the party of the fir,t part, to these
presents, in order to carry into effect the sale so made by him as aforesaid, in pursuance of the
order and judgment of said Court, and in conformity to the Statute in such case made and pro-
vided, and also in consideration of the premises, and of the said sum of money so bidden as afore-
said having been first duly paid by the said party of the second part, the receipt whereof is hereby
acknowledged, hath bargained and sold, and by these presents doth grant and convey unto the said
party of the second part, all the right, title and interest which the said.. 'A-..
-6---- .... Mortgagors, aforesaid, had at the time of the execution
or recording of said mortgage, it being their interest in said premises which was so sold and is
hereby conveyed* in and to
All that Tract or Parcel of Land, situate in the . 1....... o..
County of. and State of New York, described as
.............. ...................
-" %- 'e -,...............  .. ..... .. ... ....... . . ....... . . . . ........ ..........
. ....... .. ..  7 ' -/  ... .. . ........................ /  -........................ .. -------- --------------------------------......--------...-.--...---... .... .. ....... ........ ....... ....... .......
_ _ .. , _ . _, . , .............. ... . . .. ........... ..... ..... ... ... ..._. .............  .. ..... ....... .... : . . ...... _..........
.... ........ .  .. ........... v... .. .. ..... .. . .. .. . . . ... .. .. .. ... ....... -- --- -. . - ........... ....... . ........-------- -. . - --- . ........ . ...
I I
~....  L ......... ~ .
.... ..... ...... ...........  ... .. .. .. . .................. ...... .....------- -.... ...  ----............ ......... .. ....... ------ ----- ... , ............ .... ........ ..............  i -. . ... . .s ...... ... . ...... : -.... .
. ... ........... ....... -.: a ., , . ... _, .,. ...... . ...... . . .: ..... .......
._c_. ..E ....._ -----------------_-..4 ! . ............ .  . ._:...... ...  ..... : ... ......... . ... .. _ . ..... .... . ..... . .. ..----- --
--------- ........ .. ..... .. . . ... . . ...... .. ..... ... . .. _
. ... ..  ....... k :...... . .....
------ :( ------. ?
_ . ...... ...........  . . . :3 i ............. ... ------ ---- ............ ..... . .. .. .. .... ........... .. .. .... .................
..... -" -.. L. :.Z U _. _.......... ... . ........ _ .. .. __._....... ..................
.. ........ .... .... .. ..... , ............ ........... . .... .. ......... .......... ............ .  . . . ........... = ---- _  -- -- .. .. .. .... ..... .. ....J ...
0 ----- 7 - - ---
------. -. ......... ....... - .... . .. 
_ . . . . ....... . ....... ..... . .. .  .  ... ... . .. -.. : . .. .. ......... .. ...... .. .. .... _-- --- -- -- _ _ -
... .. .. . . .. . . ---- -- - - --- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - .. ...
... ....... L . . . .. .. . . ........ . . ................-.-.. . .... .... .   ... . . ... . --- -..  . . ....... ....
id/o
---- - ------------- -----------. ..-.. .. . . . ....... . . , - ------
x" "- ._ "... .. .. : . ... .. .... . ... .. ... ..... ------. -.... .. ..  .. .. ........ ... . ........ ........... . .... ..
. ... .......................... :   .... .. .. .... . .............-..................................... .;  .......   ....7 -,
- - "-"- - - ---- -" -- ---  ...................... ................ .... ..
...... ...... . ............ .. __. . _ ...... : ___..---- --  , .. ..... .... . ....... --- -----
t/
........................ 1_/ -------------------- -
/
/
. .. ..... . .......... ......   .............. ........._ ........... ...................... ................ ..... ....................... ....................................................................................................................... . . .................
. ....... . ........................... i  ...................... _ _ ... ..............................................   ............ _....... ..... ............ ..... .......... ..........
To Have and to Hold, All and singular, the premises above mentioned and described, and
hereby conveyed unto the said party of the second part. .... ........... heirs and assigns forever
In1 Witness8 Whereof, The said party of the first part, Referee as aforesaid, hath hereunto set
his hand and seal the day and year first above written.
SEALED AND DELIVERED
IN PRESENCE OF
.~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -.... .......... ............ ................ .... ---- ------.--------------------.---------- .........._ ....S------
Referee.
*§§I244, 1632.
STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of S-S.- s
------  o f .,
On this --..- . day of.._-t-. . in the year
one thousand eight hundred and ninety.- - , before me, the subscriber, personally
appeared. ' ...... Jb t  --f. , Referee, etc., of
the 4. of... v'.' - .,New York, to me known to be the same person
described in and who executed the within instrument, and acknowledged that he executed the
same.
Al~
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STATE OF NEW YO-RK,
.......... ......... . ..........-- -t .
against
Costs by Statute, - - - - - - $250 0
.... ..Additional defendants at $2.oo each, - - - - - -
...... Necessary defendants exceeding ten, at $i.oo each,
Commission on .............. ,at ten per cent., $
additional, $ ----------- 6 - -, at five $ -- __-- ----------
$ . , at tw o " .$ ...... ......................  _,_ _ _
FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS.
Clerk, for certificate of search, $ .................................. filing summons, complaint and notice
of pendency, $_u7J , - - --
C l e r k , f o r r e c o r d i n g L i s P e n d e n s , - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
For serving sum m ons and on. .d f na.s.. .................................. ......, - -
Clerk, for entry order of reference, - - --
" for certified copy order of reference, - - -
" for entering judgment of sale and foreclosure, / -o
" for certificate do., _ - 25
" for copy of decree for Sheriff or referee, -.-
Referee's tees for computing the amount due, 3 00
T rans. of judg't, $ ........................... ; filing do., $ ..  ... ...; entering satisfaction, $ ... ... .........
P ostage, $ _... ......... .................... affidavits, ..........
Sheriff's return execution, - - 63
Clerk, filing execution and entering satisfaction, - 25
" certifying -------............... papers to be filed in another county,
" for entry order of confirmation, - -
" for certified copy order of confirmation,
" making entry, surplus moneys, 50
Taxed at $ .... .. .. this .... -( I day $ J.-
o f .... : ' " : ".. .. .. .. . . . .. 8 9 6
- - -- ............ .... . . .. . ...................
Clerk.
County of ~
of said County, being duly sworn, says he is ................ the plaintiff's attorney in the above entitled
action: That the disbursements above mentioned are, as deponent believes, correct and true; are
reasonable in amount and have been or will be actually and necessarily incurred in this action on
the part of the plaintiff, as deponent verily believes.
Sworn to before me, this. /. . .
d a y o f. - -. . . ...... ..... ................ .
LasN. Y., x889, Chap. 330. 7
ib
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